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and labour conditions; the availability of labour for
this sort of work, the cost, and the general respective
considerations. And, after your attention-power has
browsed over this interest-patch, you move on to the
next—say, that of delivery facilities; and after that you
move on to the next patch—say, that of shipment con-
ditions, or terms of payment, etc.
Thus you go from one little interest-patch to another,
until you have covered aH the ground within the
larger " pasturage " of brickwork. Then you go over
to the big interest " meadow" of stonework; split
up that big " acreage " into smaller " fields/* such as
manufactured stone, cut stone, granite, sandstone, cobble,
etc., each and every one of which will contain quite
enough interest-fodder to keep that big attention-power
of yours browsing for a while; and just as soon as one
patch is eaten out, simply move on to the next*
On page 168 I said: " The secret of mental con-
centration is to confine the attention to a comparatively
small radius of interest." From that point down to
the present it has taken me about half an hour of
composition. In doing this my attention started off.
from the idea of house, and thence to more restricted
attention-patches. I could go on and write another
hour, or even two, on this same subject; but it is not
necessary. I wanted to illustrate an idea, and I am
trusting that I have said enough to accomplish this
purpose.
Now, while I was writing the foregoing my attention-
power was browsing in those very fodder-patches which I
was describing; the result being that for the half-hour
in question I was not thinking of anything except the
topics that I was describing. In other words, I was

